
FINAL BULLETIN

Coppa Italia Trail-O 2024, 2.a manche -  CHIS Cup
Campionato Veneto Trail-O, memorial “Antonio Lunardon”

Sunday, March 10, 2024, Grantorto (PD), Italy

MAP: scale 1:4000 slope 2 m. There will be two A5 maps, on BlueBack paper. Some A5 transparent envelopes
will be available at the start. 

FORMULA: One Man Relay, with 17 Pre-O points and 3 Temp-O stations with 5 questions each and 6 flags per
station. The Z (Zero) answer will be possible both in the Pre-O part as in the Temp-O stations.

START AT 10.00
From about 1 km from the venue, with a parking immediately before the start; we will give maps and/or indications
at the venue. Since some of the Pre-O flags are visible from a zone of the parking, while there it will be
compulsory to remain behind a ribbon. 

BIB NUMBERS
Competitors present to the 1st Coppa Italia manche of Vigonza (PD), March 9, will wear the same bib
numbers, while those not present will be given bib numbers in the morning.  It is compulsory to wear the bib
number visibly. 

COMPETITION ROUTE
The competition route is about 250 m long and is on a cycling route closed to the traffic, but we recommend to
remain careful as well.

This is the competition sequence for Open Elite and Paralympics:

1. 1. start → 1st  manche Pre-O (1st map, 8 points) → 1st  finish → 1st  Temp-O station;
2. 2nd start  → 2nd  manche Pre-O (2nd map, 9 points) → 2nd finish;
3. 2nd  Temp-O station → 3rd Temp-O station;
4. change direction and come back until the 1st start and the parking. We recommend fair play and not

communicate with and/or disturb other competitors still in the competition during the return
route. 

The manual punching card will be taken at the 2nd finish. 

PUNCHING SYSTEM
The punching will be manual in the Pre-O part, with punch given by the organization and/or owned by
competitors, and with the  ANT system in the Temp-O part. 

MAXIMUM TIME
The maximum time for the Pre-O part is 45' minutes for Open Elite, 60' for Paralympics.

TEMP-O STATIONS
At each station, 5 cards with the questions will be given to competitors. Competitors willing to answer by
indicating instead of telling by voice should require it. The judge will tell the formula "There are 6 flags,  ALPHA -
BRAVO - CHARLIE - DELTA - ECHO - FOXTROT – Time starts NOW!”
Only in that moment, competitors can start to solve the first question. 
Looking at successive maps before answering the previous ones is not allowed, as well as it is not allowed to
come back to already solved maps. The time limit for each station is 150 seconds (2 minutes and 30 seconds).
20” before the end, the judge will warn the competitor saying  “20 seconds”. For each station, the total time will be
summed, with a penalty of  30” for each wrong answer.

ANSWERS
Answers will be given in a clear and understandable way using the international phonetic alphabet  (Alpha, Bravo,
Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot, Zero). Answer given and totatl time are recorded with the ANT electronic system.



After completing a station, follow the indication of judges and proceed to the next phase in the route. 

ZERO TOLERANCE
Zero tolerance is at 4 m, with no other conditions. This means that, when in a point the correct answer is Z, flags
should be at least at 4 m from the correct position. 

FINISH
Once concluded the competition, please come back to the first start.

RANKING
The ranking will be composed by ordering individual results from the lesser to the greater ones. 
Individual results are given by: Pre-O errors x 60" +  Temp-O errors x 30" + total time of the 3 Temp-O stations. 

PRIZEGIVING CERIMONY 
At around 14.30. For the Coppa Italia, the first 3 competitors of classes Open Elite and Paralympics will be prized.


